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Abstract Sentiment analysis is a challenging task that attracted increasing interest
during the last years. The availability of on-line data along with the business interest
to keep up with consumer feedback, generates a constant demand for online analysis
of user generated content. A key role to this task plays the utilization of domain spe-
cific lexicons of opinion words that enables algorithms to classify short snippets of
text into sentiment classes (positive, negative). This process is known as dictionary-
based sentiment analysis. The related work tends to solve this lexicon identification
problem by either exploiting a corpus and a thesaurus or by manually defining a set
of patterns that will extract opinion words. In this work we propose an unsupervised
approach for discovering patterns that will extract domain-specific dictionary. Our
approach (DidaxTo) utilizes opinion modifiers, sentiment consistency theories, po-
larity assignment graphs and pattern similarity metrics. The outcome is compared
against lexicons extracted by the state-of-the-art approaches on a sentiment analysis
task. Experiments on user reviews coming from a diverse set of products demonstrate
the utility of the proposed method. An implementation of the proposed approach in
an easy to use application for extracting opinion words from any domain and evaluate
their quality is also presented.
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1 Introduction

Sentiment analysis is the process of extracting valuable information from user gen-
erated opinionated content. This content may exist in various online sources and for-
mats like product reviews, discussion forums or social networks. As the amount of
on-line content grows, the importance of tools that automatically analyze such infor-
mation sources becomes a necessity. Sentiment analysis lies in this category of tools
and it has high commercial value.

In this area many approaches have been developed. The dictionary-based ap-
proach is a representative example. In this approach there is an opinion word lexicon
which consists of two opinion word classes. Positive words such as “good, handy,
impressive” followed by negative like “bad, useless, trash”. Such generic lexicons
are already available but, as expected, fall short in adapting to data coming from di-
verse domains. This requires the utilization of domain-specific dictionaries of opinion
words.

Currently, there are three main lines of research for tackling the task of opin-
ion word extraction: a) semantic thesaurus based, b) corpus based, and c) pattern
based methods (for more details, see Section 2). These techniques although success-
ful in independent cases, they lack in some critical points. The first group relies on
an information-rich semantic thesaurus that is not available for every language and
domain. The disadvantage of the second group is that it captures only shallow depen-
dencies. Finally, the third group (pattern-based methods) is using mostly pre-defined
patterns that have limited applicability. Moreover, in most cases, these patterns are
used solely for extracting opinion words and are not utilized in sentiment analysis.

Alleviating the disadvantages of the above methods, our approach (DidaxTo) dy-
namically explores the pattern space by analyzing the corpus in an un-supervised
manner. Moreover, the extracted patterns have the following advantages: a) they are
corpus and domain specific, b) they can be utilized directly in sentiment analysis.

We evaluate the proposed approach and compare it against the state-of-the-art
with two complementary evaluation processes: First, we compare the classification
ability of the extracted patterns against a method that utilizes pre-defined patterns
(NiosTo) [1]. The evaluation is based on a sentiment analysis task applied on product
reviews. We collect the ground truth sentiment (positive, negative) of each review by
automatically extracting the users’ rating (i.e. stars given to the product).

In the second process we exploit these patterns to extract domain-specific lexicons
and evaluate them against lexicons provided by the method that uses fixed patterns
(NiosTo) [1] and a state of the art approach [40] on a set of diverse domains of
product reviews. Then, we let a set of human annotators evaluate all three groups of
lexicons in terms of sentiment accuracy and domain-specificity.

The contribution of this work can be summarized in the following points:

– Provides an unsupervised, multi-stage, resource efficient pattern extraction method.
The extracted patterns can be utilized in extracting domain specific opinion words
and in sentiment classification. Our comparative study demonstrates that our ap-
proach outperforms two state-of-the art methods in extracting opinion words and
sentiment analysis.
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– Offers a software (DidaxTo1), that implements and integrates the above method
in an easy to use graphical user interface.

– Provides a dataset of opinions in the English language (product reviews). The
dataset can serve as a benchmark in a variety of opinion mining tasks.

This work takes advantage of our previous efforts in the field. In particular, NiosTo
[1] is a methodology that uses a fixed set of patterns (conjunction-based, double
propagation-based, etc) in order to discover opinion words. On the other hand, in the
approach introduced in this paper (DidaxTo) the patterns that are utilized are learned
from the corpus automatically (see Section 3). Another difference is that DidaxTo
applies the double propagation process (Section 3.5) both for opinion-words and
opinion-targets. This results in improved accuracy when extracting domain-specific
opinion words (see Section 5). More specifically, DidaxTo has higher precision in
extracting opinion words (see Section 6 ). On top of that, DidaxTo utilizes a more
elaborate method for polarity assignment, whereas NiosTo follows the polarity of the
fixed patterns. This provides DidaxTo an advantage in sentiment classification (Sec-
tion 5.3). Finally, the DidaxTo GUI is extended and implements a lot of additional
features (Section 7).

The rest of the document is structured as follows. Section 2 summarizes the re-
lated work. In Section 3, we outline our approach and provide detailed description of
all steps. Next Section (Section4) provides details regarding patterns evaluation. Our
experimental evaluation is presented in Section 5 followed by results and discussion
(Section 6). The reader can learn about the basic feature-set of the DidaxTo software
at Section 7, while the last section highlights significant conclusions and suggests
future work.

2 Related Work

In recent years, many research studies focus on the problem of sentiment lexicon
construction. Most of them utilize some opinion seed words and word similarities to
construct the sentiment lexicon. According to the way in which the word similarities
are obtained, these studies can be categorized into three types of approaches: a) the
semantic thesaurus based approaches, b) the corpus based approaches, and c) the
pattern based approaches. Below we discuss representatives from each category and
in parallel discuss their main disadvantages.

2.1 Semantic thesaurus based approaches

Some studies have proposed to utilize existing semantic thesauri for sentiment lexi-
con construction, like Word-Net and General Inquirer for English, Hownet for Chi-
nese, etc. This category of studies mainly depends on the synonym and antonym
relationship among sentiment terms and the lists of related words in thesauri to ex-
pand the polarity lexicon from a sentiment word seed list. Hu and Liu [11] used

1 http://deixto.com/didaxto

http://deixto.com/didaxto
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adjective synonym and antonym lists in Word-Net to predict the semantic orienta-
tions for adjectives. Kamps et al. [12] built a polarity lexicon by linking synonyms
provided by thesauri and the sentiment polarity was defined by the distance from
seed words (“good” and “bad”). Esuli et al. [7,3,8] proposed to use the synsets in
Word-Net as the sentiment words, and annotated their positive, neutral and negative
polarity scores. The annotation process was divided into a semi-supervised learning
stage and a random walking learning stage. Esuli and Sebastiani proposed the inverse
and bidirectional model of random walking algorithm in [7], where they also demon-
strate the improvements over the work done in [8]. The above methods rely on the
assumption that adjectives tend to have the same polarities with their synonyms and
opposite polarities with their antonyms.

The first disadvantage of these set of approaches is that they totally rely on prior
rich and complicated resources and thus cannot be applied to languages were such
resources are not available. The second disadvantage is that they don’t consider
domain-dependent characteristics of sentiment lexicons, such as polarity variations.

2.2 Corpus based approaches

The corpus based approaches are built on the assumption that there is co-occurrence
of sentiment words that share same polarity. One of the most representative paper in
this field is that of Turney [35], that focuses on learning polarities from a corpus. The
adjective and adverb phrases were firstly extracted as candidate sentiment terms using
pattern rules and their polarity was determined based on the co-occurrence of words
like ‘excellent’ or ‘poor’ (which are considered seed words). The co-occurrence was
measured by the number of hits returned by a search engine. Hatzivassiloglou and
McKeown [10] approach relies on an analysis of textual corpora that correlates lin-
guistic features, or indicators, with semantic orientation. No direct indicators of pos-
itive or negative semantic orientation have been proposed but demonstrated that con-
junctions between adjectives provide indirect information about orientation. Popescu
and Etzioni [28] introduce an unsupervised, high-precision information extraction
system which mines product reviews in order to build a model of product features and
their evaluation by reviewers. The method iteratively assigns polarity to words by us-
ing various features including intra-sentential co-occurrence and synonyms/antonyms
of a thesaurus. Wilson et al. [38] proposed a supervised two-stage classification algo-
rithm, and analysed the feature sets that affect polarity classification. [30,18,37,29]
manually analysed and summarized eight dependency rules between opinion words
and opinion targets, and proposed a double propagation algorithm to expand the opin-
ionated targets and sentiment lexicon iteratively. [26,4] create a domain and opinion
target-specific polarity lexicon, creating a tree-like structure based on the attributes
of the examined product. The word polarities are calculated via the use of a soft con-
straint [26] and the partially supervised word alignment method [4]. [40,2] treated
the problem of detecting polarity of words as a semi-supervised label propagation
problem on the graph, and prune the final lexicon with random walking on that graph
[27,2]. Also [2] argues that the lexicon can contain both slang and misspelled words,
which is one fundamental advantage over the semantic thesaurus based approaches.
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Corpus based approaches like the ones mentioned above are intuitive but they are
quite limited since they capture only one type of simple relationship (co-occurrence).
Our method captures more complicated syntactic relationships that form the extrac-
tion patterns. These patterns can be utilized not only for discovering opinion words
but also for sentiment classification.

2.3 Pattern Based Approaches

In this section we review techniques that utilize patterns in order to extract opinion
words. Note that there is an overlap with corpus based approaches described in the
previous section since there are techniques that analyze a corpus in order to discover
such patterns.

[35] for example uses part of speech (pos) tagging in each review sentence. Some
predefined patterns like adjective-noun, adjective-adjective are considered, and after
that, for each extracted phrase, the semantic orientation is inferred by comparing its
similarity to a positive reference word (e.g. “excellent”) and a negative reference word
(e.g. “poor”). In [10] the focus is on syntactic patterns. Adjectives are considered
opinion words and word orientations are calculated via the use of conjunctions links
and with the help of some adjectives from the corpus with already known polarities.
Then, the lexicon is expanded with the use of antonym-synonym relations. In [28],
Word-Net relationships and morphological cues (e.g. suffixes) are being used, noun
phrases are extracted from already defined patterns and some domain-independent
rules for the extraction of potential opinion phrases are introduced. In [38], the po-
larity of words from pre-defined lexicons is taken into account and with the help of
morphological cues, adverbs and adjectives are being searched within each sentence
and within the previous and next sentences. [30] and [29] exploit direct and indirect
relations between sentiment words and topics (or product features). Adjectives are
considered opinion words, nouns opinion targets while specific patterns are intro-
duced. Moreover in [29] extracted sentiment words and product features are used to
extract new sentiment words. In [18], domain independent opinion words are used
to statistically extract domain dependent opinion words, extending the Point-wise
Mutual Information (PMI) measure. In [37] the bag of words approach is used. The
authors consider negation by scanning for negation triggers such as “not” and “with-
out”. After that, classification methods are used to create the final lexicon. [26] uses
the Stanford parser while [40] uses Minipar to create dependency trees and to exploit
sentence structure and relations. Morphological cues and negation rules are being
utilized and an already created general purpose lexicon is considered to estimate the
opinion word polarity. Next, in [2], a seed list is created using general purpose opinion
lexicons such as SentiWordNet. Linguistic rules such as affixes “dis” and “mis” for
opposite polarities are used to expand that seed list. On top of that, Word-Net’s first
layer of synonyms and antonyms for the already obtained seed words is added to the
seed list, while considering negations and disjunctive clauses. The PMI is calculated
to find the words in the corpus related to the above mentioned seed list and a polarity
graph is created for a final word refinement. [4] identifies nine high-precision patterns
with adjectives exclusively to be considered as opinion words. [31] creates a matrix
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with rows representing unique words from corpus and columns representing one of
seven predefined emotions. Each cell of the matrix contains the probability a word
portrays in that specific emotion. [27] expands seed word lists via Word-Net, uses
pos-tagging to extract all adjective pairs linked with “and” and “but”, and correlates
them with the lexicon created by the seed word list and Word-Net. [25] studies syntax
based methods that exploit syntactic patterns to extract opinion targets and alignment
based methods that use the word alignment model. A comparison of both approaches
is presented. In the evaluation the size of the corpus is being considered. Finally, our
previous work [1], falls into this category. NiosTo, through a fixed set of patterns,
mainly double propagation patterns, identifies domain-specific opinion words. Its ef-
fectiveness is evaluated on a sentiment analysis tasks and the results demonstrate its
sentiment analysis capabilities in multiple domains. The differences between NiosTo
and DidaxTo are highlighted in detail in the previous section.

The main disadvantages of this set of approaches are that they either utilize a
predefined set of patterns or target at a specific set of patterns (negation patterns).
Moreover in most cases the discovered patterns are not utilized in sentiment analysis
but only in the extraction of opinion words. We argue and demonstrate experimentally
that pattern-based sentiment analysis is beneficial since it captures complex sentiment
dependencies in the use of language. For this reason, we develop a mechanism that
assigns polarity for each pattern our method discovers. This enables the utilization
of our patterns directly in sentiment analysis without the need of extracting opinion
words first.

2.4 Related Problems

In this section, we present a set of problems that are related in multiple ways with the
task under study. For each problem category we provide a brief overview of repre-
sentative works in the context of opinion mining.
Text and Opinion Summarization. In the task of opinion word extraction we dis-
cover representative terms that users utilize while expressing opinions for items of
specific domains. In a sense, the task has a similar effect with text summarization
since, it identifies, representative positive and negative opinion words. Moreover, our
approach identifies opinion targets which can be also used for summarization (see
section 8). In [9] the authors present a method for contrastive opinion summarization
focusing on opinion about controversial issues like political discussions. The method
mostly relies on a PLSA (Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis) model. Moreover,
[14] provides a technique that selects texts that are explanations of why an opinion
holder has a particular polarity of sentiment about an entity. Hidden Markov Models
are exploited for the solution of the problem. In a similar context, [15] provides a
method for scoring the ‘explanatoriness’ of a sentence. Three methods are explored
that use tf-idf weighting and probabilistic modeling. Our approach is not directly
comparable with these techniques since DidaxTo applies dynamic pattern discovery
for the extraction of high-quality opinion words and opinion targets and does not
output a natural language summary.
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Topic Modeling. Given that our method extracts descriptive opinion words and
targets, the output is similar with topic modeling. In the context of opinion mining
for example, aspects (opinion target and their attributes) [36] correspond to topics in
topic modeling. A representative example can be found in [36] where multiple dimen-
sions of opinion mining are modeled. These dimensions include aspect identification,
opinion word detection, polarity assignment, and the distinction between general or
aspect specific opinion words. The paper utilizes topic modeling to represent these
dimensions. In the same line of research, [34] presents a topic model that discovers
viewpoints (opinion holders), topics (aspects, targets) and opinions. Lastly, another
topic modeling approach is presented in [20]. This is approach is tailored for Twitter
since it takes advantage of elements like hashtags and mentions.

Deep Learning. During the last few years deep learning and word embeddings
have started to appear in research efforts related to sentiment analysis. In [32] for
example, the authors take advantage of a neural language model to initialize the em-
beddings and a convolutional neural network to refine them. The approach is applied
to phrase-level and message-level sentiment analysis of Twitter data. Moreover, [19]
combines a Recursive Neural Network with a Recursive Neural Tensor Network. The
method is evaluated on the Stanford Sentiment Treebank [33].

3 The DidaxTo approach

The approach comprises of four pattern extraction steps. Each step creates a pattern
list that will be utilized, extended and refined in a following step. More specifically
the proposed method can be summarized in the following steps:

A. Seed Patterns Extraction
B. Conjunction Patterns Extraction
C. Opinion Target Patterns Extraction
D. Double Propagation Patterns

In addition, there are some extra steps that complement the whole process like the
pre-processing of the corpus, validating and selecting patterns as well as the polarity
assignment to the patterns. The reader can find details about the above steps and
sub-processes in the following sections.

Figure 1 presents an abstract overview of the whole process and Figure 2 presents
a detailed description of how Pattern Extraction is being achieved. Table 1 presents
the notation that is used throughout the paper.
Note. All examples in the following sections are based on the corpus that we describe
in our evaluation section (Section 5).

3.1 Pre-Processing

The pre-processing part of our approach includes the following steps:
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Pattern Extraction Final Patterns

Final Patterns Opinion Words

Sample 
Dataset (D)

Corpus

1

2

Step 1: Pattern Discovery (Extraction)
Step 2: Pattern Exploitation (Opinion Word Discovery) 

Fig. 1: Overview of the Pattern Discovery and Pattern Exploitation Process. At first
the algorithm extract the (final) patterns (Step 1). These patterns are used (even in
the same corpus) to extract opinion words (Step 2). This paper focuses on Pattern
Extraction (Step 1), but, naturally, the proposed approach is evaluated on how good
it performs in Step 2 (Pattern Exploitation).

Table 1: Notation

L: Part of Speech Word List l: Low Frequency Pattern
D: Sample Dataset Ω : Confidence Threshold
S: Seed Ξ : Similarity Threshold

Sp: Seed Patterns ∆ : Depth Search Threshold
Cp: Conjunction Patterns Φ : Frequent Threshold

Stsp: Seed Opinion Target Patterns Θ : Similarity Hit Threshold
Dp: Double Propagation Patterns τi: Pair of Pattern Labels (Transition)

v: Validated Seed Opinion Target Pattern τi1, τi2: First, Second Label in a Transition
a: Additional Opinion Target Pattern TD: Opinion Target Dictionary

Tp: Validated Opinion Target Pattern γ: Secondary Polarity Term
p: Candidate Pattern λ : Primary Polarity Term
i: Transition Index op-word(p,n): (posw, negw) Opinion Words Labels

ω(): Confidence Score d f : Distance Factor
in f (): Information Score δ : Distance Between Secondary, Primary Polarity Terms

s(): Similarity Score N: Number of Labels in a Pattern
h: High Frequency Pattern

Sample Dataset Preparation. The extraction of patterns is based on the analysis of
a sub-set of the original corpus. Essentially this set consists of the larger opinions of
the original corpus. We followed this approach mainly to avoid massive extraction of
patterns that would solely prolong the extraction process without improving patterns
utilization, as this is something we observed by experimenting with varying size of
datasets.

Part of Speech Word List Filtering. Having an initial list of auxiliary words orga-
nized by part of speech (articles, auxiliary verbs, comparatives, adverbs, quantifiers,
prepositions, interjections), the algorithm analyses the sample dataset and records
the frequency of each one of them. It then filters out low-frequency words since, after
preliminary investigation, we observed that they increase the problem’s complexity
without offering any significant benefits to the outcome of the approach.
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Sample
Dataset 

(D)

Part of Speech 
Word List (L)

Seed
(S)

Seed Patterns 
(Sp)

Seed Opinion 
Target Patterns  

(Stsp) 

Validated Opinion 
Target Patterns (Tp)

Conjunction Based 
Patterns 
(Cp⊆Sp)

Double Propagation 
Patterns (Dp)

D'p ⊆ Dp

 S'p ∪ C'p ∪ D'p 

1. Prepare sample dataset, 
part of speech word list

2. Locate seed words in the text, create patterns

3. Locate conjunction based expressions, create patterns 

4. Utilize Seed Opinion target patterns Stsp, validate and 
extract additional opinion target patterns

5. Utilize validated opinion target patterns Tp, create opinion 
target dictionary

6. Utilize opinion targets dictionary TD, create Double 
Propagation  patterns

7. Validate double propagation patterns (Dp)

8. Select Final Patterns

9. Utilize Polarity Graph, assign polarity 
orientation

Opinion Target 
Dictionary (TD)

(Ω), (Ξ)

(Φ)

(Ξ), (Θ), (Φ)

(Δ), (Φ) 

Pattern Polarity Assignment
Process

Double Propagation Pattern 
Validation (D'p)

Pattern Selection Process

Double Propagation Pattern 
Extraction (Dp)

Opinion Target Dictionary 
Extraction (TD)

Seed Opinion Target Pattern 
Validation & Expansion (Stsp)

Conjunction Based Pattern 
Extraction (Cp)

Seed Pattern Extraction (Sp)

main output

main input

Fig. 2: Overview of the Proposed Approach. Gray shaded items represent the ex-
tracted pattern set that is enhanced in each step. The reader can find details about
each step (1-9) as well as the parameters used in each one (Greek letters in parenthe-
ses) in later sections. The main input (D) of our algorithm is the Sample Dataset and
the main output is the set final extracted patterns (F). These patterns can be exploited
for the extraction of opinion words.
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3.2 Seed Patterns Extraction

At this stage the algorithm utilizes the sample dataset, the preprocessed part-of-
speech word list and a set of Seed (S) opinion words, (see Figure 2). This is a domain
neutral list of opinion words (e.g. “bad”, “ugly”, “wonderful”), along with their po-
larity (positive, negative), provided by [11,39]. The process looks for Seed words
in the sample dataset. When it locates one, it stores its location and applies part of
speech tagging (based on the POS word list (L)) to the words before and after this
location. The tagging is applied up to a certain distance from the location of the seed
word. We refer to this distance as ‘depth’ since the algorithm does a depth search
in the sentence using the seed word as a starting point. When the tagging does not
recognize a word, then it annotates it as unknown (we use the ‘?’ symbol for this ele-
ment). Table 2 presents a small list of extracted seed patterns along with an example
sentence.

Deep learning

Table 2: Sample of Seed Extracted Patterns. (Candidate) Patterns are appearing with
bold-typeface. r and l are the right and left boundaries respectively (where we limit
the annotation process). The annotation starts from the centroid, that in this case is a
(positive or negative) seed word. Words of unknown type are marked with ? The last
column ( f req) is the number of times this pattern is found in the (sample) corpus.
Targeting at a compact representation of the examples, we only present a fragment of
the sentences in our examples.

Pattern
Spi −l =−3 . . . −2 −1 centroid +1 +2 =+r f req

1. ? - ? - art - posw - ? - ? 10
e.g: features were a good idea but

2. pronoun - verb - ? - posw - ? - ? 6
e.g: i would highly recommend this tv

3. verb - ? - ? - negw - fut - ? 1
e.g: set are very irritating to listen

What this step accomplishes is to identify the appearances of patterns of positive
and negative words. Multiple appearances of a pattern are counted and considered.
Obviously, the frequency and length of the pattern relates to its information value.
These patterns will be utilized in the next steps.

This procedure of annotating a sentence of the corpus in order to identify patterns
is described in Algorithm 1. It is a general procedure used throughout our approach.
The Centroid word is the point where the algorithm initiates the labeling process
(before and after this location). For each step of the approach the Centroid is dif-
ferent and therefore we explicitly define it in the next sections. For this step (Seed
Patterns Extraction) the centroid is the positive or negative seed word found in the
sentence.
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Algorithm 1: Patterns Extraction Process
input : centroid location (i), sentence (s), pattern (p-initially set to null)
output: p - extracted patterns

1 extractPatterns(i, s, p)
2 if there are unlabelled words left of the centroid then
3 label←labelDistribution(left word)
4 // create new pattern;
5 p←createPattern(label , p)
6 if p exists then
7 addFrequency(p)
8 else
9 storePattern(p)

10 if there are unlabelled words right of the centroid then
11 . . .
12 (do exactly as above)
13 . . .
14 if haven’t reached end of depth search limit then
15 // increase depth search;
16 i← i+1
17 // keep extracting patterns;
18 extractPatterns(i, s, p)
19 else
20 End Process

3.3 Conjunction Patterns Extraction

This is the second pattern extraction step. At this step we employ theories of sen-
timent consistency in order to discover new patterns. According to these theories
[10] opinion words followed by conjunctions, indicate the existence of new opin-
ion words of the same polarity. Take for example the phrase “beautiful and practi-
cal”. If “beautiful” is a positive opinion word so is “practical”. The process looks for
<seed conjunction> word pairs and when it locates one, initiates Algorithm 1.
The Centroid in this case is the location of the conjunction.

This step accomplishes to extract what we call “conjunction pattern” dependen-
cies that will be utilized by the following processes. Table 3 shows a sample list of
these type of patterns along with an example sentence.

3.4 Opinion Target Patterns Extraction

One of the main objectives of the proposed method is to identify patterns capable of
extracting domain opinion words in an unsupervised manner. In this step, we utilize
opinion targets e.g. “phone”, “screen”, “size”, “chair” e.t.c. in order to extract domain
opinion words. For example in the expression “these chairs are barely comfortable”,
“chair” is a candidate opinion target and “comfortable” is a candidate domain opinion
word. The method that exploits opinion targets to extract opinion words and then,
opinion words to extract new opinion targets, is known as Double Propagation [30,
13] (see Figure 3). To tackle this task we start from the opinion targets. Initially we
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Table 3: Sample of Conjunction Patterns, where r and l are the right and left bound-
aries respectively. Patterns are indicated with bold-typeface.

Pattern
Cpi −l =−3 . . . −2 −1 centroid +1 +2 =+r f req

1. ? - adverb - posw - conj - ? - ? 4
e.g: actually quite good and provide lots

2. ? - verb - posw - conj - art - ? 3
e.g: fabric is great and the multi

3. ? - negw - conj - adverb - ? 2
e.g: very disappointed and even surprised

extract a set of opinion target patterns that we validate and then identify more of them
by calculating pattern similarities.

Opinion 
Target 

Patterns

Double 
Propagation 

Patterns

Opinion Targets

Dataset

Opinion Words

Fig. 3: A flowchart describing how this step of our approach (Opinion Target Patterns
Extraction) is enhancing the Double Propagation process. Opinion Target Patterns aid
in discovering new opinion targets that are utilized in Double Propagation.

Validating Opinion Target Patterns. We start from the observation that some part of
speech elements such as pronouns, articles and opinion words are usually followed by
opinion targets [30]. e.g: “that chair” <pronoun op-target>, “nice screen” <op-word
op-target>, “the size” <article op-target>. These strong opinion target expressions
are usually part of a larger sentence and thus create dependencies with nearby part
of speech elements. Our goal in this step is to locate these opinion target expressions
along with the nearby part of speech elements, create patterns and select the most
promising ones.

We first employed a small list of short length opinion target detection patterns
e.g: <art comp art op-target> (that we call Seed Opinion Target Patterns - Stsp)
and validated them applying the following method. We calculate all the information
(frequency) scores of the part of speech elements relations that existed in these pat-
terns e.g: art→(?):58%, posw→(?): 65%, art→posw:7% e.t.c. The information score
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expresses the frequency of that specific part of speech element relation against all
other possible elements, in our corpus. The unknown element (?) in these part of
speech relations declares the candidate opinion target.

In the validation process we applied the information scores of the seed pattern
list in the elements of the seed opinion target detection patterns. Table 4 illustrates
a sample of validated opinion target detection patterns along with calculation exam-
ples. Confidence (ω) is the sum of the information scores of the opinion target pattern
elements and expresses the validity of a pattern according to our corpus. The calcula-
tion is shown at Equation 1. A pattern v of length N consists of N−1 transitions (label
pairs) v = {τ1,τ2, . . . ,τN−1}. Each transition has its own information score in f (τi).
Thus ω(v) is equal to ∑

N−1
i in f (τi).

In the pattern evaluation process we utilize the Confidence threshold (Ω ). Patterns
that overcome this threshold are finally selected. By applying this filtering we target
to identify which of the seed opinion target detection patterns fit better the data and
the domain. We call this set of patterns as Validated Seed Opinion Target Detection
Patterns.

ω(v) =
N−1

∑
i=1

in f (τi) (1)

Table 4: Validated Seed Opinion Target Detection Patterns

vi Pattern candidate
opinion target

confidence
ω

1. int → art → posw → ?
e.g: for an adequate durance

20% 5% 57% 82%

2. posw → int → art → ?
e.g: impressive for the money

5% 7% 65% 77%
3. art → comp → art → ?
e.g: the greater the screen

3% 5% 65% 73%

Extracting Additional Opinion Target Detection Patterns. The validated seed opinion
target patterns that were extracted in the above step promise high extraction accuracy
of opinion targets but they are only a few in number and consequently unable to cap-
ture all candidate opinion target expressions in the corpus of opinions. However, since
these patterns are manually defined and validated in the particular domain, they are
very accurate. To take advantage of their accuracy, we search for additional patterns
by following a pattern matching approach.

The method we employ is based on the observation that the unknown label (?) in
the already extracted patterns stands most probably for a candidate domain opinion
word or candidate opinion target. This is based on the fact that the approach already is
aware of auxiliary and generic (seed) opinion words and hence there is a high chance
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that the remain unknown words (?) will be domain specific opinion words or opinion
targets. The following approach tries to validate this assumption focusing only at the
opinion targets and confirm that these candidates are indeed opinion targets.

We employed the sample dataset and located words that can be classified as “un-
known (?)”. Then we called Algorithm 1 and inserted the unknown (?) word as cen-
troid and the candidate sentence to create unknown (?) based patterns dynamically.
We also constrained the amount of extracted patterns based on pattern length. We also
filtered out candidate patterns that start from an unknown label (?). The rest of the
unknown (?) based patterns were filtered in a similarity approach with the validated
opinion target patterns.

Just as in previous sub-section we assume patterns v (validated seed opinion target
detection) and a (patterns with unknown words) consist of a number of transitions
v = {τv

1 ,τ
v
2 , . . . ,τ

v
N−1} and a = {τa

1 ,τ
a
2 , . . . ,τ

a
N−1}. We exploit the information score

of each transition in a pattern (in f (τi)) in order to create an information vector for
each pattern as follows:

inf(v) = {in f (τv
1), in f (τv

2), . . . , in f (τv
N−1)},and

inf(a) = {in f (τa
1 ), in f (τa

2 ), . . . , in f (τa
N−1)}

Note that the two patterns might not be of the same length. However, in order
to calculate their similarity we keep only the N − 1 common elements. We utilize
these vectors and calculate the cosine similarity as shown in Equation 2. We validate
a pattern based on cosine similarity function and a threshold (Ξ ). The patterns that
overcome that threshold are finally selected.

score(a) = cos(inf(v), inf(a)) ==
∑

N−1
i=1 in f (τv

i ) · in f (τa
i )√

∑
N−1
i=1 (in f (τv

i ))
2
√

∑
N−1
i=1 (in f (τa

i ))
2

(2)

These two groups of patterns, the Validated Opinion Target Patterns (Table 4)
and the Additional Opinion Target Patterns (based on similarity) (Table 5) constitute
the basis for the extraction of the candidate opinion targets that will be utilized at the
next pattern extraction step. We will refer to these two groups of patterns as Validated
Opinion Target Patterns.

The previous steps and the two groups of patterns they provide aim at having a
successful double propagation step at the pattern exploitation process.

3.5 Double Propagation Pattern Extraction

This process is implemented in the following steps.

– Opinion Target Extraction: In this step we extract the opinion target set that will
be utilized for the double propagation pattern extraction. We employ the validated
opinion target patterns and the sample dataset to extract candidate opinion targets.
Then we apply a frequency threshold (Φ), e.g. Φ ≥ 10 and select those that over-
come this threshold. These opinion targets are considered as validated opinion
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Table 5: Validated Additional Opinion Target Detection Patterns (Based on Similar-
ity)

Pattern

ai −l =−3 . . . −1 centroid +1 =+r s(ai)

1. posw - art - ? - int 96.39%
e.g: worth the price of

2. negation - verb - art - ? 93.78%
e.g: not touch the wall

3. negw - verb - art - ? 93.45%
e.g: scratchy on the skin

4. verb - art - ? - verb 91.21%
e.g: on the floor are

targets, since they appear multiple times in the corpus. Table 6 shows a sample of
extracted & validated opinion targets. The next step utilizes the validated opinion
targets to extract double propagation patterns.

Table 6: Sample of Validated Opinion Targets After Exploiting the Opinion Target
Detection Patterns on the Tablets Sample Dataset.

Candidate Opinion Targets and number of occurrences [Frequency]

tablet [302] sony [96] ipad [79] market [57] android [41] device [35]
video [31] battery [28] sd [28] galaxy [28] samsung [27] gb [26]
wifi [26] usb [25] software [24] big [22] music [21] price [21]

– Pattern Extraction: Double propagation is the process that extracts opinion words
utilizing opinion targets and vice versa [30,13]. At this step the process looks for
validated opinion targets in the sample dataset. When it locates one it initiates
Algorithm 1 providing it with information about the location of the opinion target
word as well the candidate sentence. The Centroid in this case is the location of
the opinion target. This opinion target based pattern extraction process builds up
the double propagation patterns (See Figure 4).
Next we employ these patterns utilizing the opinion target label location and an-
notate adjacent labels where candidate opinion words can be explored. This pro-
cess is the validation of the double propagation patterns (see next section). Table 7
shows a sample of the double propagation patterns that have been validated using
this process.

– Pattern Validation: Double propagation pattern validation is the process that em-
ploys the double propagation patterns, analyses them through a clustering process
and keeps only the most promising ones. As will demonstrate in our experimental
evaluation, these patterns are highly accurate in identifying opinion words. To al-
leviate this task we also employed the validated opinion target list and the sample
dataset.
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envisioned a tablet with expandable

Art opTarget

Opinion 
Targets

p1

opTarget Adverb

Art opTarget Adverb

Art opTarget Adverb

? Art opTarget Adverb ?

p2

p3

p4

p5

?

Fig. 4: Double Propagation Pattern Extraction Process on an example sentence.

The process initially employs a candidate double propagation pattern from the
pattern list and looks for validated opinion targets in the sample dataset. When
it locates one, it initiates Algorithm 2 providing it with information about the
location of the opinion target word, the sentence as well the candidate double
propagation pattern.
The process analyses the candidate pattern and the candidate sentence exploring
an appropriate pair matching. It utilizes the Opinion Target from the label and the
opinion target from the sentence as Centroids and assumes all the unknown labels
(?) in the pattern and the sentence up to a certain depth threshold (∆ ) as candidate
opinion words. When there is a match between the <optarget - unknown: (?)>
pair in the pattern and the sentence it stores this information in the pattern and
also in a list where we monitor the frequency that this pair appears (See Figure
5). The process iterates for the double propagation patterns and the sentences of
the sample dataset.
Finally we select the patterns that have high frequency and we place the <optarget
- unknown: (?)> pair in the monitor list. At Table 7, the column “opinion word
position”, declares the relative distance from the opinion target where a candidate
opinion word exist. The sign [−/+] stands for left and right of the Centroid and
the number represents the relative distance respectively.

3.6 Patterns Selection Process

The pattern extraction steps as described above, lead to the discovery of a great num-
ber of patterns most of them appropriate for the extraction of domain opinion words.
In order to optimize the number of patterns and address complexity issues without
significant information loss, we devised a two step mechanism for filtering out re-
dundant patterns.

At first step, we selected from the seed pattern list, all those that conform to an ap-
propriate pattern length regardless of their frequency. The pattern length is the num-
ber of labels existing in a pattern. The benefit of long patterns is that they include dis-
tant opinion word modifiers, e.g: (“don’t just feel like going through”), while shorter
patterns (“not fluent”) ensure that we don’t miss polarity assignment of shorter opin-
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envisioned tablet

especially laptop

a with expandable

? Art opTarget Adverb ?-2

Word Pair 
Monitor List

Opinion 
Targets

op-word 
positionfreq

compared to a

? Verb Art

2p1

-42p2 ? opTarget

Fig. 5: Two examples of the Double Propagation Validation process. Sentences of the
corpus and the candidate patterns (to be validated) are aligned on the opinion target
(actual words in the sentences and opinion Target label in the pattern). The number
of successful alignments of a pattern with sentences in the corpus is indicative of the
utility of the pattern. This is how we validate the double propagation patterns.

Algorithm 2: Double Propagation Pattern Validation Process
input : ls: opinion target location in the sentence, lp: opinion target location in the pattern, s:

sentence, p: pattern, δ : max depth search, d: current depth search
output: Validated Double Propagation Patterns

1 validateDoublePropagationPatterns(ls, lp, s, p)
2 d←1, ∆ ←getMaxDepthThreshold()

3 while d≤ ∆ do
4 if left of ls and lp there exists candidate opinion word then
5 if opinion target ot - opinion word ow pair exists in the Monitor List then
6 increasePairFrequency(ot, ow)
7 else
8 addPair(ot, ow)
9 if p and ot - opinion word ow pair then

10 increasePatternFrequency(p, ot, ow)
11 else
12 addPattern(p, ot, ow)
13 if right of ls and lp candidate opinion word then
14 . . .
15 (do exactly as above)
16 . . .
17 // increase depth;
18 d←d +1

ion expressions. From the conjunction and the double propagation validated patterns
we selected those that overcome a manually selected frequency threshold.

At the second step we applied a similarity-based method for the selection of
low frequency patterns. The intuition behind this idea is that high frequency pat-
terns are important, but low frequency patterns also include valuable information.
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Table 7: Sample of Validated Double Propagation Patterns

Pattern

−l =−5 . . . . . . . . . −1 centroid +1 +2 =+r f req
opinion

word
position

1. art ? ? int art optarget [5] [-3]
e.g: the slanted angle of the chair

2. ? verb art ? ? optarget [5] [-1]
e.g: really like the multi colored buttons

3. ? ? art optarget int art [4] [-2]
e.g: thus making the height of the

4. vconj art optarget ? ? [4] [+2]
e.g: when the channel does display

The similarity-based method targets to exploit this information. It is implemented as
follows. Initially we employed the high frequency patterns of the seed pattern list,
the conjunction based patterns and the validated double propagation patterns. From
these patterns we extracted all the information scores of the part of speech elements
similarly to what we did in the opinion target pattern extraction process (See section
3.4 ) Examples of these information scores can be: art→verb: 57%, comp→negation:
23%. Next we iterated the process, but this time we included the low frequency pat-
terns from the conjunction based and the double propagation validated patterns. We
exploited all these information scores as if they were feature vectors.

The similarity Equation 3, exploits these information scores and calculates a simi-
larity value s(l). At the selection process we employed two thresholds. The similarity
threshold (Ξ ), which is the minimum value a low frequency pattern (l) must be sim-
ilar to a high frequency pattern (h) (see Equation 2). The hit threshold (Θ ), is the
percentage of times a low frequency pattern’s similarity score (s(l)) must overcome
the similarity threshold (Ξ ) for a number of high frequency patterns. For example if a
low frequency pattern has a similarity value over s(l) =90% with all High Frequency
Patterns, while the threshold is Ξ =90% and hits 100% (that means that s(l) > Ξ

against all high frequency patterns h) while the hit threshold is Θ =95%, it is finally
selected. (see Equation 3, for the flow of calculations).

Please notice that in Equation 3 we implement the cosine similarity by aligning
the vectors of the low frequency patterns (l) to the vector space of the high frequency
patterns (h) just as in Equation 2.

s(l) = cos(h, l) ==
∑

N−1
i=1 hi · li√

∑
N−1
i=1 (hi)2

√
∑

N−1
i=1 (li)2

(3)

Recall that h and l are expressed as vectors of transitions (hi and li respectively).
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3.7 Pattern Polarity Assignment

The patterns extracted in the above steps represent valuable label dependencies and
can help us identify opinion words and targets. However they provide no information
about the polarity of the candidate opinion words they extract. In order to alleviate
this task we devised a Polarity Decision Graph (see Figure 6), which analyses patterns
and assigns the appropriate orientation.
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Fig. 6: Patterns Polarity Decision Graph. The graph represents only pairwise rela-
tionships. In other words only paths of length 2 are allowed. Multiple 2-step paths
are utilized in order to assign polarity to a sentence. Edges with d f notation declare
that this pair of labels requires an indirect polarity assignment based on Equation 4.
Dashed lines indicate the utilization of the opinion target labels in the pattern polarity,
when double propagation patterns are employed from the graph.

The implementation of the graph follows the general linguistic rules in opinion
mining [5], but the assigned weights and the calibration is the result of experimental
effort in order to cover a broad range of expression cases on the corpus of opinions.
Next we explain the construction and utilization of the graph.

Initially we separated the predefined labels in five distinct categories. These are
neutral, opinion target, increaser, decreaser and opinion word. Each of these cat-
egories includes a set of labels. The neutral category includes the article, pronoun,
verb, conjunction, unknown (?), adjective, intention and adverb labels. The increaser
category includes the increaser and comparative labels. The decreaser category has
the decreaser and negation labels whereas the opinion target category is represented
by the opinion target label. Finally, the opinion word category consists of the pos-
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itive and negative labels. These categories - and hence their including labels - are
expressed in the polarity graph (see Figure 6).

The graph is utilized as follows. Given a pattern p that is expressed as a sequence
of transitions τ1, . . . ,τn, and each transition is a pair of labels τi = {τi,1,τi,2}, we start
with the first transition τ1 = {τ1,1,τ1,2}. This two-steps path (τ1,1,τ1,2) is applied
to the graph and the pairwise polarity is extracted from it (the value from the edge
in the graph). For example, if the first transition of the pattern is τ1 = {opinion-
word(positive), neutral} then the value obtained from the first τ1 would be +0.5.
The same procedure iterates for each transition of p and hence a sequence of polarity
scores is the outcome of this process. These scores are then summed in order to extract
the polarity of the pattern - at least in this simple case. In the graph, three types of
polarity assignments are expressed: Direct, Indirect and the Split Pattern Case.

Direct Polarity Assignment. Let us consider for example the pair of categories <decr
op-word(p)>. The retrieved value from the graph is−3. Similarly <decr op-word(n)>
would lead to the value +3. This value represents a partial pairwise polarity score
(e.g. +3 or -3 in our examples) that will aid in calculating the polarity of the sentence.
This is achieved by summing all pairwise polarity scores. Positive values are normal-
ized to +1 (positive orientation) and negative values are normalized to -1 (negative
orientation). Zero (0) stands for neutral polarity. For example in the sentence of Table
8 the algorithm retrieves the polarity values as shown in steps 1 through 5, calculates
their sum and finally assigns −1 which stands for negative polarity. This value will
also be inherited to the candidate opinion word (in this case “readable”) when the
pattern is utilized.

Table 8: Application of direct polarity assignment in a sample sentence.

Steps 1 2 3 4 5 Polarity

Example not - readable - in - bright - sunlight - and
Graph Encoding decr - op-word(p) - neutral - op-word(p) - neutral - neutral

Partial Values -3.0 +0.5 +0.5 +0.5 0 (−1.5)→−1

Indirect Polarity Assignment. In this case we follow a very similar procedure. How-
ever, when we apply a transition (pair) to the graph, the outcome will be a calculation
formula including the term d f . For example in the sample sentence of Table 10 “few
android tablets will work wonderfully”, when the algorithm employs the pair of la-
bels < decr neutral > and locates it in the graph it retrieves the calculation formula
3.5× (d f ). d f stands for Distance Factor (see Equation 4).

The Distance Factor (d f ) takes into account the polarity impact of a label which
lies at a distance from an opinion word and hence even remotely affects the polarity
of the pattern. The intuition behind this parameter is that the larger the distance from
the opinion word, the lesser the impact will be.

d f =
1
δ
× γ×λ (4)
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Table 9: Definition of the secondary polarity term (γ)

increaser decreaser neutral op-target

1. increaser 0 -1 +1 +1
2. decreaser +1 0 -1 -1
3. op-target +1 -1 0 0

λ =


+1 i f τi,2 ∈ op-word(p)
−1 i f τi,2 ∈ op-word(n)

0 Otherwise

}
∀ i ∈ {τγ · · ·τλ} (5)

The formula (Equation 4) consists of three parameters. The distance (δ ) between
the first label of the activating transition (τγ ) (the transition where the distance factor
(d f ) encountered in the graph) and the second label of the concluding transition
(τλ ) (the transition that includes an opinion word label, if that exists). The secondary
polarity term (γ) is a value obtained from Table 9 and takes into account the polarity
of the activating transition (τγ ). The primary polarity term (λ ) is a value obtained
from Equation 5 and takes into account the polarity of the concluding transition (τλ ).
Where activating and concluding transitions refer to the (first & last) transitions of the
pattern that activated the indirect polarity processes (see Figure 7). In the example of
Table 10 the activating transition is the <decr neutral> and the concluding transition
is the <neutral op-word(p)>.

secondary (γ) primary (λ)[ - - - - - -  (δ) - - - - - -]

Fig. 7: Primary (λ ) and Secondary Polarity (γ) terms in relation to Distance (δ ) in
Indirect Polarity Implementation.

In our example in Table 10 the distance factor (d f ) is calculated as follows. Ini-
tially the process employs the activating transition <decr neutral> and from rule (2)
in Table 9 retrieves value (γ = +1) for the secondary polarity term. The algorithm
continues by using the next transition and checks if an opinion word label (posw,
negw) exists. It iterates for every transition in a pattern and if such label exists, it
retrieves the appropriate value from Equation 5 or else returns zero. In the example
this transition is the <neutral op-word(p)> and the retrieved value is (λ = −1) for
the primary polarity term.

The distance between “decr . . . op-word(p)” is 5 and the calculation for the (d f )
in this indirect polarity assignment is:
d fdecr...op-word(p)” = 3.5× 1

5 ×
(
−1
)
×
(
+1
)
= −0.7. The rest of calculations in the

sample sentence are according to the direct type and are illustrated in Table 10.

Split Pattern Case. The third case is when an opinion word refers to another opinion
word indirectly through an increaser or a decreaser. In this case we assume a pattern
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Table 10: Application of Indirect polarity assignment in a sample sentence.

Steps 1 2 3 4 5 Polarity

Example few - android - tablets - will - work - wonderfully
Graph Encoding decr - neutral - neutral - neutral - neutral - op-word(p)

Partial Values -0.7 0 0 0 +0.5 (−0.2)→−1

nests two independent opinion expressions and we split it in two parts. In Graph 6 we
use the symbol “∧ ” to indicate the split point. For example in the example of Table
11 “the mobile is great doesn’t make any noise”, we split the corresponding pattern
in two parts and calculate the polarity of each part independently. The sum defines
the polarity of the pattern. An example is presented in Table 11.

Table 11: Split Pattern Case and Graph Application in a Sample Sentence

Steps 1 2 3 1 2 3 Polarity
Sentence the - mobile - is - great - doesn’t - make - any - noise

Graph Encode neutral - neutral - neutral - op-word(p) ∧ decr - neutral - neutral - op-word(n)
Partial Values 0 0 +0.5 +1.17 0 -0.5 (+1.17)→+1

In Table 12 we provide examples of sentences along with their polarity assign-
ment.

Table 12: Examples of Patterns & their Polarity Assignment

Pattern pol

1) table is the perfect size for
? ? art posw ? ?

0,00 0,00 0,50 1,00 1,00 [+1]

2) no doubt it is sufficiently durable
negation negw pronoun ? posw posw

3,00 2,50 2,50 3,00 4,50 [+1]

3) am no longer excited about this
? negation ? posw adj ?

0,00 -1,75 -1,25 -0,75 -0,75 [-1]

4) positioned the mattress somewhere in between
? art optarget ? int ?

0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 [0]

4 Applying the patterns: Domain-Specific Opinion Word Discovery

At this step, we utilize the extracted patterns in order to perform sentiment analysis
and discover opinion words. As we discussed in the introduction, domain-specific
words are important for accurate sentiment classification (e.g. positive vs negative
review). The patterns extracted by our methodology can be utilized in two ways:
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– One can apply the patterns in the corpus and extract the opinion words along
with their polarity. After that, the (domain specific) opinion words can be uti-
lized as dictionaries in order to perform sentiment analysis. To put it simple, a
review should be considered positive if it contains more positive opinion words
than negative. We call this type of sentiment classification “dictionary based clas-
sification”.

– In the previous section, we have suggested a method for assigning polarity not
only to opinion words but also to patterns. Hence we can identify applications
of patterns in a document and assign sentiment to the document according to
the aggregated polarity of all patterns applicable to the document. In case that
no patterns can be applied in a sentence, the polarity is assigned by utilizing the
intra-sentential sentiment consistency [13] which relies in previously discovered
opinion words in a sentence. We call this type of sentiment classification as “pat-
tern based”.

The algorithm that extracts the opinion words starts from the seed pattern list. It
parses the opinionated content and locates seed words, then it extracts the polarity of
the pattern. Next it continues employing the conjunction patterns. It locates <posw-
conj> or <negw-conj> word pair expressions and matches the appropriate pattern
in the sentence under study.

In the final utilization step the algorithm employs the validated double propa-
gation and the validated opinion target patterns. These two groups of patterns ex-
tract new opinion words and opinion targets in an iterative process known as double
propagation. Table 13 presents samples of user generated content along with pattern
classification and Table14 presents a sample of a domain-specific lexicon that was
extracted by DidaxTo. We notice that most of the words discovered by our method
are indeed domain specific as many of them are not generic (e.g. amateurish, grip,
restart). Note that opinion words do not need to be adjectives. Opinion word can be
any term that reveals positive or negative sentiment (e.g. cheapness, durability).

5 Experimental Setup

In this section we will evaluate the proposed approach (DidaxTo) and compare it
against other state of the art methods. The dataset was created by automatically crawl-
ing web data using tools developed by our research team.

5.1 Dataset

The dataset was created by extracting review data from a popular, e-shop2. A total
of 3866 reviews were extracted referring to 202 different products, belonging to 7
domains: Bedroom-beds (28 products/373 reviews), Book-shelves (48/600), Coffee-
tables (23/631), Kitchen-cabinets (16/285), Living-room-chairs (17/340), Tablets (38/
978), TVs (32/659). For the extraction process we used DEiXTo3 [17], a free and

2 http://www.pricegrabber.com
3 http://deixto.com/

http://www.pricegrabber.com
http://deixto.com/
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Table 13: Sample of User Generated Opinion Content & Utilization of Pattern-Based
Classification on the ‘tablets’ Domain. On the second column (DidaxTo) we have
noted the classification of our approach. On the first, we have noted the sentiment
assigned by the author of the review. This was based on the ‘stars’ that the user gave
to that product.

Opinion Samples Classification
User DidaxTo

1.

a nice[+1] little tablet, i had mine for almost half a year. the battery
lasts a few days for me. also the back and front cameras are a
plus. gps which we use a lot works [+1] well[+1] and works[+1]
offline too. i likes it so much had to get a second one for my mom

positive positive

2.

great[+1] buy, i did buy gb of memory for it, the only issue[-1] i
have is that it can only be used as a storage card. you cant set it to
be a default location or anything[-1], everything must be manually
transferred to it

negative negative

3.

i had trust[+1] on samsung brand, but, despite of being worldwide,
samsung does not assure[-1] abroad warranty[-1] for this device,
even to be fixed on oficial assistance. thanks god is just one of my
other devices of this brand, but it’s enough[+1] to think about not bu

neutral neutral

Table 14: A sample of the extracted domain-specific lexicon from the ‘tablets’ do-
main. We demonstrate the contribution of each step separately (Seed, Conjunction,
Double Propagation Patterns). At the brackets [a,b] we illustrate the accumulated
sentiment (+/-) the word collected in the domain under study.

Opinion words extracted with Seed patterns

rich [2] supports [3] sharp [5] vivid [5]
available [41] top [25] sluggish [-3] disappointment [-4]

aggravating [-1] terrible [-6] slowed [-1] downsides [-2]

Opinion words extracted with Conjunction based patterns

durability [1] casually [1] grip [1 ] makes [1]
wiggle [1] image [1] amateurish [-1] display [-1]
shade [-1] cheapness [-1] hickups [-1] tinny [-1]

Opinion words extracted with Double Propagation Based Patterns

covers [1] lockup [1] little [2] needs [2]
repertoire [1] restart [-3] interaction [1] resolution [1]
holding [-1] protector [-1] sensitivity [1 ] splashtop [-1]

open source web content extraction suite. We selected a diverse set of domains in
order to study if the evaluated algorithms are able to identify domain-specific opin-
ion words. The dataset as well as other assets used in this work, are available at
http://deixto.com/didaxto.

http://deixto.com/didaxto
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5.2 Methods

Here we present the methods included in the comparative study.

– A lexicon extraction Method presented in [40]. We will refer to this method as
MOWOT. The method suggests a two stage framework for mining opinion words
and opinion targets. In the first stage, the approach utilizes a Sentiment Graph
Walking algorithm and the Mini-par tool [21] as a dependency tree parser to ex-
tract <op-word - target> pairs. Then, random walking is employed to estimate
the confidence of each candidate. In the second stage, a self-learning strategy is
used that refines the results of the first stage.

– NiosTo: Is the algorithm and GUI presented in [1]. It classifies opinionated con-
tent and discovers a domain specific lexicon following similar processes as the
ones presented in Section 4. The main difference is that NiosTo utilizes manually
defined patterns whereas in our most recent approach, DidaxTo, the patterns are
discovered from the corpus.

– DidaxTo: Is the algorithm and GUI implementation of this paper. Just as we pre-
sented at the previous sections the method is unsupervised. For all the following
experiments we used the default DidaxTo parameters. The values can be observed
in the DidaxTo GUI under the tab “options”.

5.3 Explicit and Implicit Evaluation

We used two approaches to explicitly and implicitly evaluate the methods described
in the previous section:

– Explicit Evaluation: We utilized the extracted lexicons that were produced by
DidaxTo, NiosTo & MOWOT. After the three methods extracted the opinion
words, we investigated directly the quality of this outcome. We evaluated each
extracted word individually in terms of a) how well their nature as opinion words
was correctly identified, b) if the algorithms successfully identified the orientation
of the opinion words (positive, negative) and c) if the words can be considered as
domain specific or not. Three independent annotators undertook the above three
evaluation tasks. The evaluators followed some generic classification rules: An
extracted word is annotated as Opinion Word if it expresses sentiment and can be
applied in many domains. Examples of such Opinion Words are able, bad, cheap.
An extracted word is classified as ‘Domain Specific’ if it can only be used in one
domain or in a limited number of domains e.g. aggravating, bland, hassle. De-
spite the subjective character of the classification task our final results were based
on the majority voting of the three annotators. For evaluating the algorithms, we
compared the human annotation against the outcome of the three approaches.

– Implicit Evaluation: The rationale behind the implicit evaluation is the follow-
ing. We assume that no ground truth is available (i.e. external knowledge about
which words are opinion words, domain-specific opinion words, etc). In order to
evaluate the quality of the words extracted by each method we apply the following
process. We utilize the extracted words of each method to apply sentiment analy-
sis on a separate set of reviews. We then assess the quality of the words based on
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the quality of the sentiment analysis. Since opinion words are primarily utilized
in sentiment analysis, we assume that better (domain) opinion words will provide
more accurate sentiment analysis. The quality assessment of the sentiment analy-
sis is executed in two steps. First, we apply a dictionary based sentiment analysis
by utilizing the dictionaries obtained from each approach. Then we compare this
outcome with the number of “stars” the user has assigned to each item. We have
this information in our datasets. The assumption is that if the words are correct
then the sentiment analysis will agree with the user rating (stars). This assumption
of course is not always true (e.g. a user might provide a bad review but a great
number of stars). However, since this does not happen very often, we consider
this approach a good alternative for evaluating the methods, especially when no
ground truth knowledge is available.
Note that for NiosTo and DidaxTo we utilized the polarity obtained from the
extracted patterns - and not only based on the polarity of the discovered opinion
words (see Section 4 - Pattern Based polarity assignment vs Dictionary Based po-
larity assignment) since these two methods provide such capability. For MOWOT,
we apply a dictionary-based sentiment analysis.

6 Results and Discussion

In this section we present the results of our experiments and discuss the attributes
and potential of each approach. The overall outcome is that DidaxTo outperforms
the competitive approaches in its ability to extract opinion words and, more impor-
tantly, domain-specific opinion words. Moreover, the patterns that are discovered by
DidaxTo, lead to effective sentiment classification.

This advantage can be attributed to the fact that DidaxTo is not dependent on
a set of pre-defined patterns. On the contrary, it discovers patterns for each domain
independently. NiosTo performs quite well in many domains but because it utilizes
a small number of patterns it falls short in adapting to each domain successfully.
Overall it presents the second best performance.

Table 15 presents the results of the explicit evaluation whereas Figure 8 sum-
marizes these results illustrating opinion / domain word accuracy for every method
and domain. Results show that the accuracy of DidaxTo exceeds the accuracy of the
rest of the methods in all domains. This underlines the ability of DidaxTo to extract
opinion / domain words.

Table 15: Explicit Evaluation Results of DidaxTo, NiosTo & MOWOT

DidaxTo NiosTo MOWOT

Correctly Identified Correctly Identified Correctly Identified

Domain (Number of Reviews) Discovered
Words

Opinion
Words

Domain
Words

Discovered
Words

Opinion
Words

Domain
Words

Discovered
Words

Opinion
Words

Domain
Words

1 Bedroom-beds (373) 700 381 231 951 400 153 300 129 36
2 Book-shelves (600) 697 418 261 1037 464 242 346 154 114
3 Coffee-tables (631) 608 486 312 1008 524 320 359 167 108
4 Kitchen-cabinets (285) 410 247 72 703 230 70 245 84 17
5 Living-room-chairs (340) 500 295 95 743 315 103 292 125 40
6 Tablets (978) 1297 621 493 1660 713 550 351 174 115
7 TVs (659) 556 331 261 870 341 301 291 140 112
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Fig. 8: Comparison of DidaxTo, NiosTo & MOWOT in the Explicit Evaluation. Word
accuracy is the percentage of words that were correctly classified by each method,
according to the human annotation.

The results of the implicit evaluation are presented in Figure 9. In Figure 9(a) we
observe that DidaxTo’s pattern based evaluation performs better than NiosTo in all
datasets. This suggests that the Didaxto approach is able to adapt to each individual
domain successfully. Please recall that MOWOT does not have the ability to provide
Pattern Based sentiment analysis, hence we only present results on the Dictionary-
based sentiment classification.

Figure 10 illustrates the length of patterns that are utilized by DidaxTo and NiosTo.
We observe that DidaxTo utilizes patterns of different sizes, whereas NiosTo almost
solely uses patterns of small length (2 and 3 labels). This result indicates that NiosTo
only captures simple dependencies and hence its pattern based capabilities are lim-
ited.

In Figure 9(b) we observe that the Dictionary based sentiment classification of
DidaxTo outperforms the rest of the approaches in all domains. Moreover, in some
domains like in ‘coffee-tables’, ‘living-room-chairs’ the difference is substantial.
The second best performance is provided by MOWOT with the exception of ‘book-
shelves’ domain.

By Comparing the two figures, 9(a) and 9(b) we note the advantage of the pat-
tern based evaluation since both DidaxTo and Niosto present a better performance in
pattern-based sentiment classification. This fact justifies the usability of the dynamic
(DidaxTo) or static (Niosto) syntactic patterns that better capture the sentiment of the
user.

Finally, in Figure 11 we observe the contribution of each pattern extraction step
to the discovery of opinion words. Since some steps are repeatedly executed in loops
(e.g. double propagation) we demonstrate the number of additional extracted opinion
words. We observe that all steps have contribution and that the discovery process con-
verges after a few repetitions (loops). In a separate line, with x-marks, we demonstrate
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Fig. 9: Comparison of DidaxTo, NiosTo & MOWOT in the Implicit Evaluation. This
sentiment analysis task is based on the comparison of the output of each method with
the rating of the users. y axis is the Average F-score. In DidaxTo and Niosto we can
apply both Pattern-based (a) and Dictionary based sentiment analysis (b). MOWOT
can provide only dictionary based sentiment analysis.
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Fig. 10: Length of patterns utilized by DidaxTo and NiosTo. For each pattern
length (2-labels, 3-labels, etc) we have calculated how many times they are utilized
(matched) per opinion. DidaxTo uses patterns of multiple lengths, including many
patterns of length 6.

the process of discovering opinion target words. Again the algorithm convergences
after only a small number of repetitions.
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Fig. 11: DidaxTo - Contribution of each pattern extraction step to the number of
discovered opinion words.

7 Application

We have integrated the above methodology in a Graphical User Interface (GUI) that
we make available online4 for research purposes along with some sample datasets. A
user can utilize them system to extract opinion words from a text corpus, apply senti-
ment analysis, visualize results and tune system’s parameters. Figure 12a presents the
welcome screen of the GUI. The user selects a file with opinionated text from a drop
down File menu and the application makes the necessary preprocessing steps. The

4 http://deixto.com/didaxto

http://deixto.com/didaxto
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green button Start Pattern Extraction in Figure 12a initiates the Pattern Discovery
process. When the analysis is complete the user can review all the extraction details
and intermediate results. Figure 12b presents a preview of the discovered patterns
and Figure 12c presents pattern extraction information for various extraction steps.
The user can also evaluate the outcome of the method with Dictionary Based or Pat-
tern Based sentiment analysis. Figure 12d presents results of the extracted dictionary
(implicit) evaluation classification on the corpus under study.

(a) GUI Welcome screen & Ready for Pattern Ex-
traction

(b) Final Extracted Patterns

(c) Pattern Extraction Info (d) Domain-Lexicon Evaluation Data

Fig. 12: The DidaxTo Graphical User Interface

8 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper proposes a novel multi stage approach that extracts patterns to be utilized
in opinion mining and sentiment analysis tasks. The approach extracts three set of
classification patterns: Seed, Conjunction based and Double Propagation. The over-
all advantages of the proposed technique (DidaxTo) is that it is unsupervised and can
successfully identify domain-specific opinion words. Another benefit is that the dis-
covered patterns can be used for sentiment classification. We assess the effectiveness
of the proposed approach with an implicit and explicit evaluation procedure. The out-
come of the experimental evaluation is that DidaXto successfully identifies opinion
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and domain-specific opinion words outperforming two state of the art techniques.
The approach is integrated into an easy-to-use Graphical User Interface that we make
available online for research purposes.

There are multiple unexplored paths in this line of research. The efficient ex-
traction of opinion words and targets, in addition to sentiment analysis, can also aid
towards opinion summarization. Our method inherently calculates significance scores
for each opinion word and target and hence we can utilize information regarding the
importance of each term. The only difference is that the documents that DidaxTo
should analyze is not the full corpus of a domain but only reviews related to a sin-
gle product or entity. Additionally, representative patterns can be selected in order
to present a summary in the form of natural language. Another research direction is
the exploitation of deep learning and word embeddings. Similar to the corpus and
thesaurus based approaches (see Section 2), the use of embeddings can be explored
in order to extract useful relationships among terms and extend a small seed opinion
word list.
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